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The Color Chief offers you an innovative control concept combining easy handling with astounding results. The DMX controller has been 
developed especially for both colored spot lights and simpler light effects. What makes the Color Chief so special is that it cannot only 
control individual spot lights but also fixtures with up to 4 individual segments. Thus you can easily control your KLS system or your light 
bars with 4 segments. 

Altogether, the Color Chief can control a total of 8 spot lights with up to 4 segments each.

As the name suggests, the Color Chief’s strong suit is its colors. It supports up to 6 
colors, thus it does not matter whether you have a simple RGB spot light or a complex 
light effect unit with red, green, blue, amber, white and UV. Spot lights with individual 
colors, e.g. white light spot lights, can be integrated as well. The Color Chief’s clear 
design makes it particularly easy to be always in control. 

Do you have a color effect with only one channel for various colors? 
Thanks to the color wheel function, this is not a problem for the 
Color Chief. The 8 already recorded smart color effects make the 
configuration even easier for you. It has never been easier to create 
such impressive color effects.

Of course, the Color Chief offers more than color control. You can 
also adjust the dimmer, shutter and three free channels, thus you 
can also control simple beam effects, lasers and projectors.

Innovative control concept for colored spot lights
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